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Paula O'Neill, beloved granddaughter of Emma Harte and the guardian of her vast business empire, believes
that everything Emma left to the family is secure. However, beneath the surface, sibling rivalry and
discontent flare. Linnet and Tessa, her daughters, are as different as two women can be. One of them wants
desperately for the empire to be hers but has a devastating secret that may put her very life in danger.

Into this volatile mix walks Evan Hughes, a young American fashion designer who is looking for Emma
Harte. But Emma has been dead for thirty years. And Evan bears an uncanny resemblance to Paula O'Neill.
Troubled by Evan's presence, Paula turns to her grandmother's recently discovered wartime diaries to find
the truth, and Emma comes vividly back to life....

The decades fall away. It is London in 1940: the Blitz. Emma, working hard under wartime conditions, is
also holding her family together as bombs drop, sirens wail, and her sons go off to war. While she struggles
with grief, her indomitability, willpower, and strength come to the fore. As the pages unfurl, Paula discovers
the secret Emma took to the grave to protect others, a secret whose repercussions inevitably change lives and
may shake a dynasty to its very foundations.
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From reader reviews:

Vivian Obrien:

What do you regarding book? It is not important along with you? Or just adding material when you really
need something to explain what yours problem? How about your spare time? Or are you busy man or
woman? If you don't have spare time to try and do others business, it is give you a sense of feeling bored
faster. And you have extra time? What did you do? All people has many questions above. They must answer
that question due to the fact just their can do in which. It said that about book. Book is familiar in each
person. Yes, it is appropriate. Because start from on jardín de infancia until university need this particular
Emma's Secret to read.

Colton Fierros:

The e-book untitled Emma's Secret is the e-book that recommended to you to see. You can see the quality of
the publication content that will be shown to a person. The language that article author use to explained their
ideas are easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of investigation when write the book, to ensure the
information that they share for your requirements is absolutely accurate. You also could possibly get the e-
book of Emma's Secret from the publisher to make you far more enjoy free time.

David Trudeau:

The e-book with title Emma's Secret contains a lot of information that you can study it. You can get a lot of
help after read this book. This kind of book exist new know-how the information that exist in this guide
represented the condition of the world today. That is important to yo7u to find out how the improvement of
the world. This book will bring you in new era of the glowbal growth. You can read the e-book in your smart
phone, so you can read the item anywhere you want.

Cherie Fidler:

This Emma's Secret is great publication for you because the content that is certainly full of information for
you who have always deal with world and get to make decision every minute. This kind of book reveal it
facts accurately using great manage word or we can declare no rambling sentences inside it. So if you are
read the item hurriedly you can have whole info in it. Doesn't mean it only gives you straight forward
sentences but tough core information with lovely delivering sentences. Having Emma's Secret in your hand
like having the world in your arm, data in it is not ridiculous one. We can say that no guide that offer you
world in ten or fifteen minute right but this reserve already do that. So , this really is good reading book. Hey
there Mr. and Mrs. active do you still doubt that will?
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